Bute Dominates Johnson, Wins UD12 in Quebec...WOODS
Written by Michael Woods
Saturday, 05 November 2011 22:34

There is a reason that men over 40 who excel in the squared circle are still the exception, not
the norm. The body is only capable of going so many miles, no matter the superb supplements
available, despite the advances made in strength and conditioning techniques. Glen Johnson, at
age 42, showed that his body, while still functioning at an impressive level, no longer is capable
of really hanging in with true world class fighters, like Lucian Bute.
Bute was in command from the get go in the main event at the Pepsi Center in Quebec on
Saturday night, as his foe Johnson didn't have the snap or pep to worry Bute more than a
smidge. The judges cemented what everyone who watched knew, scoring the bout 119-109,
120-108, 120-108, for Bute.

It wasn't as bad as many feared, a sparring match between two men who'd grown fond of each
other, which kept them from truly trying to take each others' head off. But it was pretty close to
that, to be frank. If and when I'm buying fights for these cable behemoths, I won't buy fights
pitting pal vs pal.

Bute was the busier man, going 306-678 to 128-572 for Johnson.

The IBF super middleweight champion Bute (age 31; born in Romania, lives in Quebec; 29-0
with 24 KOs) weighed 167.4 pound, while Johnson (age 42; from Jamaica, living in Miami;
51-15-2 with 35 KOs) was 166 1/2.
The men had sparred about 90 rounds in 2009, when Johnson was getting ready to meet Chad
Dawson and Bute with Librado Andrade. Bute said it was pretty even.
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In the first, the men took their time and got loose. A left from Bute pushed Johnson back a step
and the crowd hollered near the end of the round.
In the second, Johnson, never a fast starter, wasn't that busy. In the third, one had to hope
they'd stop fighting like pals. Johnson threw lead rights but most didn't land. There were some
boos heard after the round, which was no barnburner. In the fourth, we saw more of the same.
In the fifth, Bute closed the distance and got more aggressive. In the sixth, Bute landed some
nice right hooks, blocked well and won another round.
In the seventh, Bute landed three lead lefts with a minute left. His right hook landed whenever
the threw it. Johnson scored with some counter rights while on the ropes, but Bute turned up the
heat to close the round. Some smelled potential stoppage in the air.
In the eighth, Bute was right up in Johnson's face. He had no fear of return fire or that the old
man would be able to blitz him. Bute showed some nice body work, by the way, he wasn't just
head hunting. In the ninth, Johnson nailed Bute with a left, but then paid for it. A left uppercut
from Bute tagged Johnson but good. He landed a straight left at the bell, as well.
In round 10, Johnson was still wingin' it, even if his launches weren't speed demons. He landed
a couple left hooks, but Bute shrugged it off, without a blink. Props to Johnson, he defended
well, and didn't succumb to Bute's pressure. In round 11, Bute put more distance between he
and Johnson early in the round. He got close late, just to make sure he won the round. In the
12th, Johnson kept jabbing, kept hurling God bless him. But we heard the final bell and we'd go
to the judges.

Comment on this article
the Roast says:
Well I was dead wrong on this one. Glenn did not win a round. Looked like a combination of
Glenn got old and Bute was too fast. I look forward to seeing Bute in with Ward and/or Froch.
Congrats to Bute. Kirkland-Angulo was fight of the night. Wrong there too. I thought Angulo all
the way but Kirkland proved he can walk through Hell. I cant see Canelos brain trust putting him
in with a beast like Kirkland any time soon. Four good fights tonight.
amayseng says:
i dont think glen got old, that guy can fight until hes 50, no joke. he threw a lot of punches, had
good mobility, he was just short a lot and was getting pushed back by butes speed and pop.
bute can bang, he has great power, the type of power that hurts, not buzzing like a mayweather,
not thudding like a madaina, but hurtful power that stops you in your tracks and puts you in
retreat. seriously, i have never seen glen backing up, when has glen not been stalking and
walking down his opponent?
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bute is the real deal, great speed, great angles and great power.
i think he beats the winner of the super six.
lets hope the winner takes on bute, there can be a lot of great smw fights to be made for the
next year and a half
Radam G says:
WOW! Bute was an undercovered fudging BRUTE in dat squared jungle. He apparently hit the
ancient "Road Warrior" so hard with subliminal shots, that the Road Warrior musta' fo'got
nine-tenths of the bout. Hehehehehe! WTF!
"Plenty-getting-his-arse-whup" Glenny Johnson could only remember about maybe one-tenth
of the fight that he won. OMFG! Talkin' about scambling da brains. GJ got a heavy dose from
Lucy -- I mean Lucian -- Bute. But in no way is Bute that good. Andre "SOG" Ward would beat
him like a ___ ____ ____ ___ and ____ _____! Holla!
amayseng says:
i like andre ward, im a fan, i just dont think he has enough fire power to deter bute. stylistically,
with butes speed and power, angles and southpaw stance i see him giving ward a lot of
problems. ward had a hard time scoring and opening up AA, of course AA is in that shell
defense, but AA gave ward problems early one.
ward is technically solid and fundamental, he just lacks overall power.
either way, there are some very nice fights lined up in the smw division.
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